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Abstract:

This project trained and validated the Alexnet convolutional neural network algorithm

using breast histopathology image data. The Alexnet neural network is one of many deep

learning algorithms that has been utilized to preform supervised learning classification tasks.

The goal of the project was to accurately classify breast histopathology images into the cat-

egories invasive ductal carcinoma positive and negative. The algorithm and supported data

manipulation scripts were implemented using MATLAB software utilizing the transfer learn-

ing capabilities of the Deep Learning Toolbox. The results of the trained network validation

indicated a correct classification rate of approximately 85%. Alternative performance metrics

indicated a high false classification positive rate. The performance metrics in their totality

demonstrate a practical ability of the trained network to serve as an automation tool to

assist medical experts in their detection of invasive ductal carcinoma.
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Introduction:

The Diagnostic Problem

Modern medical treatments have increased the likelihood of remission for breast cancer

patients. This has led to recent increases in efforts to improve the speed and accuracy of

early diagnostic procedures. As the most common nonmelanoma skin cancer in the United

States, breast cancer has put an inordinate strain on limited medical oncology resources.[7]

Invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC), cancer that begins growing in a milk duct and has invaded

the fibrous or fatty tissue of the breast outside of the duct represents approximately 80% of

diagnosed cases.[6]

The diagnostic problem in addressing IDC is two part. The first problem is simple clas-

sification of the presence of IDC within a breast tissue image; the second part is pinpointing

the location of IDC within an image. The later goal can be addressed by performing the

original simple diagnostic on subdivided images. This project addressed the second goal by

using subdivided image data. In combination with advanced biopsy and digital mammogram

techniques, recent advances in the field of statistical learning and computing hardware have

made the prospect of automated diagnostic capabilities of IDC a plausible tool for many

inundated medical experts.
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Figure 1: Example Breast Histopathology Image

Data Description

The breast histopathology image data used for this project was taken from the public

online repository, Kaggle. The subtype of breast cancer contained in these images is invasive

ductal carcinoma(IDC). In the set, there are 276,715 (198,299 IDC negative and 78,416 IDC

positive) patches of pixel size 50 x 50, extracted from 162 original whole mount slide images

of biopsy specimens scanned at 40x. The set is divided by their 162 original slide mounts

and subdivided based on class 0 or 1, where 0 is IDC negative and 1 is IDC positive. In

total, the data set is approximately 1.7 GB. The images were originally downloaded with a

file organization that first divided the images by their patient of origin and then subdivided

them by their IDC label with 0 corresponding to IDC- and 1 corresponding to IDC+.[4]
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Background:

Neural Networks

The predictive supervised learning algorithm used for this project is the artificial neural

network. The foundational component of modern neural networks is the sigmoid neuron.

This neuron is a model for a mathematical operator that accepts a vector of real numbers

and outputs a real number between 0 and 1. The function that describes this operation is

the sigmoid function.

σ(z) ≡ 1

1 + e−z

The input of the sigmoid function is the sum of linear transformations of input data.

z =
n∑

i=1

wixi − bi

Where the vectors w and b are representative of weights and bias, respectively, for n inputs

that dictate the output.

Figure 2: Sigmoid Neuron

These neurons are then assembled into an architecture consisting of layers where the

outputs of an initial layer are used as inputs to a succeeding layer until an output layer is

reached. Traditionally the input data are depicted as a layer of neurons themselves, denoted
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as the input layer and all other layers of the network, excluding the output layer are referred

to as hidden layers.

Figure 3: Example Neural Network Architecture

It is clear from this architecture that the final output generated by a neural net is de-

pendent only on the input data and the weights and biases that define the network. This

implies that the supervised learning process for a neural network is an optimization of these

weights and biases to minimize the error between actual and predicted classifications for a

given set of training data. This error is quantified using cost functions such as the quadratic

cost function:

C(w, b) =
1

2π

∑
x

||y(x)− a||2

where a is the actual classification of the training data x and y(x) is the predicted classifica-

tions of the network.

To be complete this optimization, typically a nonlinear heuristic algorithm is chosen. Often,

and in the case of this project, a variation of the gradient decent algorithm is chosen. Funda-

mentally, the gradient decent algorithm is an iterative process that progresses in proportion
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to the approximate gradient of a differential function towards a local minima. Therefore,

after some n iterations, the cost function approached a local minima for some optimized set

of weights and biases. [2]

Convolutional Neural Net

To aid in the accuracy and speed of these networks, convolutional layers are introduced

to create convolutional neural networks. These specialized network layers employ the math-

ematical operation of convolution, to aid in processing data with grid-like topology such a

image data. The convolution operation is defined below where I indicates the image data

and K indicates a two dimensional set of weights often referred to as a kernel.

S(i, j) = (K ∗ I)(i, j) =
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

I(i− n, j −m)K(n,m)

The n x m kernel matrix K therefore adds n x m additional parameters for optimization

during training. Often in practice, this exact operation is altered to optimize algorithm

performance for given data types. [1]

Alex net

The convolutional neural network used for this project is the alexnet network from the

Matlab deep learning toolbox pretrained networks set. This network is composed of 25

layers of types, image input, convolution, ReLU, cross channel normalization, max pooling,

grouped convolution, fully connected, dropout, softmax, and classification output layers.
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Figure 4: Alexnet Architecture

This network architecture was adjusted for the binary output and trained on the project

data set. Learning, or the optimization of network parameters that define the function of the

input data that the network creates, is executed only in the convolution, group convolution,

and fully connected layers.

The remaining layers are nonlinear correction layers that aid in computation efficiency

and accuracy. The ReLU layer maps negative inputs to zero, the max pooling layers reduce

the dimensionality of the convolution output by selecting from 3 x 3 pixel patches of feature

images the maximum value, and the normalization layer properly scales the ReLU layer out-

put by its mean and variance. [3]
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Performance metrics

To measure the performance of the trained network, we define the metrics accuracy, pre-

cision, recall, and specificity for measurement on a testing data set.

Accuracy: [(true negatives)+(true positives)]/(total predictions)

Precision: (true positive)/ (true positive+ false positive)

Recall: (true positive)/ (true positive+ false negative)

Specificity: (true negative)/ (true negative+ false positive)

Sensitivity: (true negative)/ (true negative+ false Negative)

These metrics, with the exception of the accuracy metric, measure the proportion of

accurate proportion of images in a category classified correctly to either the true total in

that category or classified total in that category. Given the nature of the diagnostic problem

addressed by this project, additional priority is given to minimizing the number of false

negative classifications representing the missed diagnostic of an IDC+ image.[5]

Implementation

To prepare the image data, the images were first sorted from their original file structure

to two grouping for IDC- and IDC+. The training data was randomly selected such that

training set is equally divided between IDC- and IDC+ and that 60% of the total IDC-

images are included in the training set. The validation set is also equally divided between

the labels but is such that 20% of the total IDC- images are included in the validation set.

The remainder of the data is then reserved for final testing of the trained network.
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Results:

Figure 5: Neural Network Training Progression

The training of the network lasted 574 minutes and completed 620 iterations until the

validation criterion that the loss on the validation set can be larger than or equal to the

previously smallest loss for 10 consecutive evaluations of validation metrics which occurred

every 10 iterations. After the completion of the training, the classification on the test data

generated the confusion matrix:
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Figure 6: Trained Network Test Confusion Matrix

The performance metrics are thus:

Accuracy: 83.824%

Precision: 37.857%

Recall: 87.298%

Specificity: 83.422%

Sensitivity: 98.269%

Future Work:

The training accuracy and loss function appear to have plateaued after 100 iterations.

This indicates that equivalent or higher accuracy may be achieved by using a lower patience

for the validation ending criterion in order to mitigate network over-training to noise in the
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training data. Also, The data for this project are 50 x 50 pixel rgb colored images. However,

the only prominent colors in the images are the white of the background and pinkish hue

of the image stain. Therefore, equivalent training accuracy may be achieved with gray scale

images. As a final point of expansion beyond this work, because of the inherent importance

of minimizing false negative predictions for this diagnostic problem, altering of the training

data to be more representative of the positive label images may serve as a bias to further

reduce the number of false positives.

Conclusion:

The five defined metrics for the validation of the trained network in summary indicate

satisfactory learning of the diagnostic criterion. The prescience metric is an outlier among

the five metrics with a value of 37.857%. This value indicates a relatively high volume of

false positives in comparison to true positives. However, this volume is both expected and

acceptable in the context of the diagnostic problem this network is intended to address. The

testing data reflects the true disparity of the data set in total while the training data was

intentionally divided equally between the classifications positive and negative so that the

network training responds equally to both classifications. This combination has led to an

increased false classification volume in the larger negative category. In the context of this

diagnostic problem, however, the increased false positive volume is the preferable error in

comparison to false negative error because false negatives classifications could correspond to

possible indifference towards IDC positive tissue.
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Appendix A

%% main.m

clear

close all

clc

%%

Location = input(’Enter sorted data local destination: ’,’s’);

%%

cd /media/terelldale/Data

tic

sort_imgs(Location)

Sorting_Time = toc;

disp(’Sorting Time: ’, Sorting_Time)

%%

[network, testImds, augtestImds] = transfer_learn(Location);

tic

testpreds = classify(network,augtestImds);

confusionchart(testImds.Labels,testpreds)

Testing_Time = toc;

disp(’Testing Time: ’, Testing_Time)

Appendix B

%%sort_imgs.m

function sort_imgs(Location)

data = dir(’IDC_regular_ps50_idx5’);

parfor i = 1:length(data)

if not(contains(data(i).name, ’.’))

cd(fullfile(data(i).folder,data(i).name))

current = dir(’0’);

write_imgs(current, Location, ’\Negative’)

cd ..

cd(fullfile(data(i).folder,data(i).name))

current = dir(’1’);

write_imgs(current, Location, ’\Positive’)

cd ..

cd ..

end

end

end
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Appendix C

%%write_imgs.m

function write_imgs(current, Location, class)

parfor i = 3:length(current)

if not(contains(current(i).name, ’._’))

name = current(i).name;

folder = current(i).folder;

image = imread(fullfile(folder,name));

imwrite(image, fullfile(append(Location,class), name));

end

end

end

Appendix D

%%transfer_learn.m

function [network, testImds, augtestImds] = transfer_learn(Location)

imds = imageDatastore(Location,...

’IncludeSubfolders’, true,...

’LabelSource’, ’foldernames’);

counts = countEachLabel(imds);

[trainImds, valImds, testImds] = splitEachLabel(imds,...

round(counts{2,2}*.6),...

round(counts{2,2}*.2),...

’randomized’);

numClasses = numel(categories(imds.Labels));

prenet = alexnet;

inputSize = prenet.Layers(1).InputSize;

layersTransfer = prenet.Layers(1:end-3);

layers = [layersTransfer

fullyConnectedLayer(numClasses,...

’WeightLearnRateFactor’,20,...

’BiasLearnRateFactor’,20)

softmaxLayer

classificationLayer];

augTrainImds = augmentedImageDatastore(inputSize(1:2),trainImds);

augValImds = augmentedImageDatastore(inputSize(1:2),valImds);

augtestImds = augmentedImageDatastore(inputSize(1:2),testImds);

options = trainingOptions(’sgdm’,...

’InitialLearnRate’, 0.001,...

’ValidationData’, augValImds,...

’ValidationFrequency’, 10,...

’ValidationPatience’, 10,...

’Shuffle’,’every-epoch’, ...
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’Plots’, ’training-progress’);

network = trainNetwork(augTrainImds, layers, options);

end
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